Weekly Wave
Data & Information Systems
Reminder

• EOY reports are beginning to open

Before you get started

Check your wizards

Check the following wizards and clear any errors before starting this report. This should be started early and does not have to wait until after your school calendar is over:

- Data Validation Wizard
- District Ownership Wizard
- STN Wizard
- XSD Wizard
Reminder

• Dropout Report in the Wave will open soon
  • Will open on April 1, 2021

• Annual Statistical Report (ASR) is open
  • Look at your calendars first **THEN** attendance.
    • Attendance and Membership calculations are based on the calendar
    • Request Schedule is posted on SDE website
    • Guidance to walk you through, with reminders is posted on SDE website

• Graduation Part-time Report Qtr 3 is open
  • Make sure you have STNs
Reminder

• Virtual Transportation will continue to be allowed for FY21 ASR
  • FY22 FQSR/ASR is being discussed with OSDE Legal and OSDE State Aid

• New Transfer System application is coming soon
  • HB 2905, new process for virtual transfers
  • Guidance pending
  • Goal is for process to be automated
Questions

- StudentDataInfo@sde.ok.gov